Title word cross-reference

1 [DB17], 2 [DB15], 3 [ML16, WAH+16], 14 [LO16], D [HH17], N [HH17, vGvdB16].

-D [WAH+16], -gram [vGvdB16].

3.0 [NMA+18].

Abstractions [DBB+14], Accelerators [AC17], Accessible [VBAF16], Accurate [TS14], Acoustic [BJJ17], Acquisition [Wag17], Adapting [CB16b], ADAT [CFC+17], Additive [Sto16], Address [Kat14], AddressingHistory [OHM14], Adjacency [XXX16], Adopting [CB16b], Adults [ME14], Advanced

[MHE+18, PM17], Affect [Gir14, PDR+17], Affinity [XXX16], Affordable [TS14], Age [LO16], Alcohol [LPG+18], Algebraic [WS15], Algorithm [LVSF16], Alida [PM17], American [Kim17], AMR [DV14], Analysing [SM14a], Analysis [AL16, BVL18, BHS18, Daw16a, FLMR16a, Far16, FSBK18, FS16, GDP18, HH15, Law17, MGMP16, PM17, PDR+17, Wag17, WL13, YL17, ZO16, EBFS17, FSV+13], Analytical [ZO16], Analytics [Gov16], Analyzing [FLMR16b], Android [LPG+18], Animal [BBJ17], Annotation [Gir14, FPF14], Annotator [HYG16], API [SGPHD+17], Application [Far16, GPP+14, Pas16, RML17, SPG+15], Applications [MA13, ML16, PM17], Apply [Haz14], Approach [RLWP16].
Architectures [DBB+14]. area [GRZ13].
ARM [HC16]. Army [DLA+16]. Arrays [HH17]. ART [HC16]. Ask [PDR+17].
Automatic [MS14]. Automating [FSBK18, JAGP14]. Avalanche [PDN18].
AvoPlot [Pet14].

BALTRAD [MHE+18]. Barely [Bro14].
Based [Han16, MA13, OKVK17, RLO18, ST15, BW16, FFP14, Gov16, GA13, JAG14, OL17, Pet14, SBS+18]. Basis [Sar17]. Batch [OKVK17]. Battery [ST15].
Bayesian [LO16, OL16, Sch17]. BayesTwin [Sch17]. BEAT [NMA+18]. before [AS15].
Behavioral [Gri18]. Behaviours [Pas16].
Benthic [Kib16]. Best [SM14b]. between [EA17]. Big. [TCH14]. Billie [Tau18].
Biodiversity [NMA+18]. Biology [CB16b].
Biquandle [FW18]. Bivalent [ME14].
Blind [VLG+14]. Blood [DB17, XXX16].
Brightness [SS18]. BST [ME14]. Building [BCHR15, Tau18].

Caliko [LVSF16]. CALPHAD [OL17].
CHLOE [MS14].
Chromatography [Meu16]. Citation [Kat14]. Classification [BHF16, ZO16].

Classifiers [HR17]. Classifying [Kib16].
Climate [Daw16a]. Coarse [dBHD17].
Coarse-grained [dBHD17]. Code [BC17, DV14, Kim17, TCH14]. Codes [DBB+14].
Coding [ASL13, Gri18, Pas16].
Coefficients [Law17]. Colibri [vGvdB16].
Collection [ST15]. collections [FPF14].
Colloids [dBHD17]. Community [BCHR15, CB16a, DLR+15, ZZF+14].
Commuting [Kim17, WS15, Kim17].
Compartmental [FSBK18, complex [LV13]. Component [WL13].
Comprehensive [SB5+18]. Compressive [OPA+14]. Computation [Coe17, DB15].
Computational [GPP+14, OL17, SM14b, FSV+13].
Computerized [ME14]. Concerns [Kat14]. Concurrent [GPP+14, SPG+15].
Conformational [BVL18]. Connected [WL13]. Consumption [LPG+18].

D [DB17, DB15, ML16, WAH+16]. Data [AL16, Arg15, BW16, Daw16a, Fur16, FSBK18, FS16, GDP18, HC16, HWX+16, Juc14, Kib16, KHD+16, LAB+14, ML16, MRX14, PBF+16, PM17, RML17, Sch17, SZP15, Wag17, ZO16, FSV+13, JAG14].
Databases [SM14a]. DataExplore [Far16]. Datasets [HH17, MS14].

Decadal
Demeter [VLC18]. Degrees [EBS17].

Depth [Kib16].

Depth-tagging [Kib16]. Detection [DBJ17, Han16, MS14]. Determine [HB17].

Determining [Law17]. Development [AC17, CCH+14, CB16b, GPP+14, PM17, SPG+15, SBV+15]. Difference [BCOP+18].

Differential [RN17].


DiracQ [WS15]. Directory [OMH14].


Documents [DPL17]. Dot [RLO18].

Downscaling [LVH+18]. Driven [PBF+16].

Drop [DM16]. Drosophilia [NL13].

DSCImageCalc [Law17]. Dual [HS18].

Dye [Wag17]. Dynamic [Gov16].

e-MERLIN [Arg15]. e-Research [KP14].

eAnalytics [Gov16]. ecg [DS16]. ecg-kit [DS16]. Ecosystem [RN17, DPL17].

Ecosystems [Sto16]. EDI [PBF+16].

Editor [Haz14, PBF+16]. Education [Far16]. Effects [EA17, Haz14, TCH14].

Efficient [vGvdB16, GRZ13]. Efflux [FSBK18]. Efforts [TCH14]. Electron [GP18].

Electrophysiology [Wag17].

Elephant [VLG+14]. Empirical [VLG+14].


Enhancer [Haz14].

Ensembles [Kra16]. Environments [SM14b]. EOF [Daw16a]. eofs [Daw16a].

Equations [RN17]. Essence [GA13].

Evaluation [IKOC14, IKKC16, VLG+14].

Expansion [VZR+18]. Experience [CB16a]. Experiences [DV14, KCL+14, KCWD+16, KCN+16, KNG+18, SBV+15, ZZF+14].

Experimental [AL16]. Experiments [HS18, FSV+13]. Explorative [HLR15].

Explorer [MA13]. Exploring [RML17].


FABRIK [LVSF16]. facilitate [LV13].

Feasibility [VZR+18]. Feature [RN17, MA13]. Feature-Rich [RN17].

Features [EA17]. Fermat [BG15].

Fidimag [BCOP+18]. Field [Daw16b, HS18].

Files [Lit17, DPL17, Liu17, dBDH17].

File [Ned17].

Files [CFC+17]. Filter [BHF16].

Finding [BG15]. Finite [BCOP+18]. First [KCL+14].


Fortran [AC17]. Forward [PM15].

Fourier [DB15]. Fourteen [Bro14].

Fourth [KNG+18]. Framework [GPP+14, HR17, KP14, KCH+16, SBS+18, SPG+15, Tau18, VLG+14, VBAF16].

Frameworks [DV14]. Free [FS16, WAH+16]. Freedom [EBS17].

friendly [TS14]. Full [SS18]. Function [Sar17].

Future [DBB+14, VZR+18].

Gage [RML17]. Gas [Meu16]. Geiger [PDN18].

Genefer [BG15]. General [Far16].

Generalized [BG15, JNR17].

Generating [Kra16]. Generator [Ned17].

Generic [MRX14, Gil17]. GENESIS [Gil17].

Genome [OI16]. Genome-Wide [OI16].

Geospatial [KHD+16, VZR+18].

Geotagging [Kib16]. GIFT [SGPHD+17].

GIFT-Grab [SGPHD+17].

GIS [Kib16].

GitHub [SPG+15].

Global [Daw16b, LVH+17, LVH+18].

Grab [SGPHD+17].

grained [dBH17].

gram [vGvdB16].

Graphic [Haz14].

Grid [HB17].

Gridsampler [HB17].


[HR17, HYG16]. Monitoring
[LPG+18, MA13]. Monte
[SBV+15, PDN18]. MOOSE [SPG+15].
Moosh [DLA+16]. Motion [WAH+16].
MPWide [GRZ13]. multi
LV13, SGPHD+17]. multi-channel
[SGPHD+17]. multi-step [LV13].
multidimensional [FSV+13]. Multilayers
[DLA+16]. Multiphysics [DV14]. Multiple
[DS16, Hug14, KHD+16, Mar16]. MGMP16,
LV16, SS18, SM14a, WAH+16, SGPHD+17].

nanoHUB.org [ZZF+14]. Nansat
[ML15, PDN18]. Navigating [CFC+17].
Network [HR17]. Networking [MHE+18].
Networks [EA17, GRZ13]. Neural
EA17, HR17. NeuroCharter [EA17].
NMME [Kra16]. Non [WS15].
Non-Commuting [WS15]. Novelty
[MS14]. Numerical [DLA+16, GOB16].
Numerous [Haz14].

OACoder [ASL13]. Observation [Gri18].
Oceanographic [Daw16a]. OCR [DPL17].
Octave [DLA+16, SS18, SM14a].
Octave/Matlab [DLA+16].
Octave/MATLAB(R) [SS18]. Office
[OMH14]. online [JAGP14]. Open
[DLA+16, Coe13, Gri18, HS18, HYG16, KHD+16,
LP+18, Liu17, LO16, PDR+17, SM14a,
SVB+15, Sto16, TCH14, WAH+16, FSV+13].
Open-Source [DLA+16, Gri18, HYG16,
SVB+15, SM14a, WAH+16, FSV+13].
OpenOpticalFlow [Liu17]. Optics
[DLA+16]. Optimization [Mou16, SdSS16].
Orientated [KHD+16]. Outlier [HWX+16].
OutlierFlag [HWX+16]. Output
[FLMR16b, FSBK18].

Pack [Cho14]. Package
[AL16, BCOP+18, DB17, KHD+16, Kra16,
LVH+18, ML16, OPA+14, RLWP16, Sch17,
SdSS16, WS15, YL17]. Paradigm [HS18].

Parallel [Coe17]. Parameters [Ned17].
ParaView [Juc14]. Parchar [Mar16].
Parser [OMH14, OHM14]. Particle
[ML15, ML16, TS14]. Particles [Mar16].
passing [GRZ13]. Patching [PMM15].
Pendent [DM16]. Pendent_Drop [DM16].
PerfAndPubTools [FLMR16a].
Performance [FLMR16a, SdSS16].
Performant [RN17]. Perprof [SdSS16].
Perprof-ry [SdSS16]. Perspective [BL14].
Photo [Kib16, NL13]. Photo-transduction
[NL13]. Photodiodes [PDN18]. Photos
[Kib16]. PhysioNet [SM14a]. Picasso
[HR17]. Pipeline [Arg15]. PIVlab [TS14].
Pixel [OKVK17]. Pixel-Based [OKVK17].
Platform [FSBK18, FS16, Fas16].
PLEASE [GDP18]. Plotting
[CFC+17, Pet14]. Plugin
[DM16, HH15, OKVK17, ZO16]. POD
[OMH14]. Polar [DB15]. Polarization
[SS18]. Porous [HH15]. Post [OHM14].
Postcode [ASL13]. Power [BHS18].
Practice
[KCL+14, KCWD+16, KCN+16, KNG+18].
Practices [SM14b]. Pre [AC17].
Pre-processor [AC17]. preconfig [Ned17].
Predictive [Kra16]. Preparing [AL16].
prepdat [AL16]. Primes [BG15]. Prisoner
[KCH+16]. Probabilistic [Kra16, EBFS17].
Probable [BG15]. Problems [DB17].
procedures [LV13]. Process [HR17].
Processes [RLWP16, CB16b]. Processing
[DS16, Hug14, KHD+16, Mar16, MGMP16,
SS18, SM14a, WAH+16, SGPHD+17].
 processor [AC17]. Producing [Kib16].
Production [VZR+18]. Products [Kat14].
Profile [SdSS16]. Program [Liu17].
Programmable [Mat18]. Programming
[HC16]. Programs [BG15]. Project
[BCHR15, FSV+13, OHM14, SVB+15].
Prototypical [Tau18]. Provenance
[SCZ15]. PsychoPy [Han16].
PsychoPy-Based [Han16]. publication
[JAGP14]. Publishing [FLMR16a]. Pulling


R

Recommendations [DLR+15].


Short [TCH14]. Short-term [TCH14].


Software [AS15, BL14, BCHR15, Cho14, Coe17, CCH+14, CB16a, CB16b, DLR+15, DV14, DBB+14, EA17, FLMR16a, Gir14, Gri18, KCL+14, KCWD+16, KCH+16, KNG+18, Kib16, LVSF16, Law17, LP+18, LAB+14, LBS14, MS14, ML16, MRX14, ME14, OHM14, PDR+17, SdSS16, SBV+15, Sto16, SM14b, TCH14, VLG+14, WAH+16, ZZF+14, Coe13, FSV+13, GA13, JAGP14, LV13].

Solution [HS18]. Solve [DB17]. Solving [RN17]. SomaLogic [CFC+17]. Source [BVL18, Gri18, HS18, HYG16, LP+18, Liu17, LO16, PDR+17, SBV+15, Sto16, TCH14, AC17, Coe13, FSV+13, SM14a, WAH+16]. source-to-source [AC17].

Spatial [LVH+18]. Spatially [ZO16]. spectra [HLR15]. Spectroscopic [FS16].


Xanthos [LVH+18]. xarray [HH17].

Years [Bro14].
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